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Abstract. The research outlined in this paper is focusing on understanding asylum decision-making and outcome variations across the Nordic countries. As a preliminary study, we extract data from an open dataset of decision summaries from the Danish Refugee Appeals Board. The approach we propose, offers points for discussion of how prototyping context and participation can help raise questions about such data and engage stakeholders. Combining the application of Machine Learning (ML) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) with participatory methods (e.g. critically designed artefacts) enable us to 1) move beyond “obvious” ML-application areas, 2) through sensemaking of data with stakeholders, and 3) co-develop approaches to data science from a CSCW-perspective.

1 https://fln.dk/da/Praksis
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Introduction

In CSCW and related areas of research scholars are starting to investigate how to respond to and create a shared research agenda for the refugee crisis (Talhouk et al. 2016, 2019; Almohamed et al. 2020; Tachtler et al. 2021). Increasing interest in data-driven technologies for decision-support has led to scholars asking new questions about the role of technology in relation to large-scale political issues (Dombrowski et al. 2016; Molnar 2019; Costanza-Chock 2020). As such, scholars begin to discuss the entrenched inequities of data science tools among the already marginalized and how they locate wealth and power largely in Western societies (Taylor et al. 2021). Acknowledging these deep issues of inequity “data are part of the problem, to be sure. But they are also part of the solution” (D’Ignazio et al. 2020).

The research outlined in this paper is part of the interdisciplinary research project “Data Science for Asylum Legal Landscaping” (DATA4ALL). The project leverages data science to understand outcome variations in asylum adjudications across Nordic countries. Despite decades of legal harmonization, the chance of receiving asylum for displaced people from the same country varies significantly across Europe (Goodwin-Gill et al.; Guild 2016).

According to the 1951 Refugee Convention Article 1A, a refugee is defined as a person:

“who is outside his or her country of nationality or habitual residence; has a well-founded fear of being persecuted because of his or her race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political opinion; and is unable or unwilling to avail him – or herself of the protection of that country, or to return there, for fear of persecution” (The UN Refugee Agency)

The 1951 Refugee Convention does not define how states should determine refugee status. Asylum proceedings and status determinations are left to each state. In this context, asylum claims are left for adjudicators to decide on the basis of testimonies and the disclosed material, which become adjudications dataset available for data science (New to Denmark).

To that end, the paper proposes an approach and initial points for discussion of how a CSCW-perspective can help raise questions about such dataset. Data from asylum adjudications stems from a complex and cooperative decision-making practice, which is only opaquely described as they are extracted. Contextual factors that may affect data production, include imprecise language interpretation (e.g. Weibert et al. 2019), lacking trust in authorities (Almohamed et al. 2020), as well as implicit bias of adjudicators can also shape interpretations of asylum claims (Chen et al 2017).

A CSCW-perspective centers on showing the boundaries and inadequacies of applying techniques from data science such as Machine Learning (ML) and Natural Language Processing (NLP) on an “incomplete” dataset and the context and practices that shaped it. A premise for this project is thus the combination of
methods and approaches, including critical thinking. We design our method to also consider questions such as how data are constructed and what counts as useful data in the formal legal process. Prototyping critical research artefacts, we propose, serves as a tool for inquiry into both practice and the wider political context of sensitive areas such as asylum decision-making. In addition, the paper offers some initial examples from the application of ML and NLP to asylum decision summaries from the Danish Refugee Appeals Board.

**Machine Learning of Asylum Decision-Making**

Machine learning (ML) is increasingly being used in various decision-making contexts including in public administration. ML is being endorsed to support decision-making in adjudications involving applications for asylum (Chen et al. 2017) to decrease variation in decision outcome (Ramji-Nogales et al. 2007), improve impartiality, and decrease “unfair” decisions made by human judges (Heyes et al. 2019; Chen et al. 2017). Large-scale datasets are not yet being applied to asylum-decision making in Denmark, though ML has been increasingly applied in sensitive settings (e.g., social welfare) fueling debates on its use (Flügge et al. 2021). In Denmark, the government has introduced a new National strategy in 2019 with the aim of becoming a frontrunner in AI through an ethical and responsible perspective on machine learning use in public casework: “The public sector should take advantage of AI to provide a world-class service” (Ministry of Industry, Business and Financial Affairs 2019).

Meanwhile, large-scale data are gaining attention in the asylum domain. In 2020 it became public that adjudications of recognition rates of one judge of the Danish Refugees Appeals Board varied significantly from the adjudications of other judges between 2012-2019 (Flygtningenævnet 2020). Prior CSCW-research have forcefully documented the importance of unpacking the situated and cooperative aspects of decision-making in practice; thus, careful investigation of the social organization of work is critical for giving context to such data (Randall et al. 2007, Møller et al. 2020). Cakici et al. show that questions of “Othering” of displaced individuals that are not considered European are not confined to practices of asylum decision-making (Cakici et al. 2020). “Hence, engaging in situated analyses of data practices means confronting big political questions revolving around Europe, treating the different practices through which the people of Europe are brought into being as political struggles over questions such as “Who are the people of Europe?” (Cakici et al. 2020: 204).

As large-scale datasets become available, anticipation grows that these can be transformed into knowledge to inform decisions, increasing algorithmic authority (Lustig et al. 2016; O’Neil 2016). Legal decision-making more broadly has seen an increase in algorithmic systems for decision-support (Zalnierute 2019; Olsen et al. 2020). In asylum decision-making, interest in data and algorithms entail
streamlining and increasing transparency in decision-making (Molnar 2019; Pakzad 2019).

Raising questions about large-scale data from a CSCW-perspective is critical because ML and NLP are applied on “incomplete” data stemming from a complex and cooperative decision-making practice that is only opaquely described by the data available for the data scientists.

Variations Identified in Asylum Cases

The DATA4ALL project will use data science techniques for the purpose of explanatory research. As a preliminary study, we extracted publicly available data from decision summaries of asylum cases treated by the Danish Refugee Appeals Board (The Danish Refugee Appeals Board). The dataset has 3 obvious limitations. First, it only contains cases that were, at a first instance, rejected by the Danish Immigration Service. Second, not all cases treated by the Refugee Appeals Board are publicly available and it is therefore not representative of the complete set of asylum cases. Third, the dataset only contains the summaries of the decisions.

After applying NLP and regular expressions on the decision summaries, we extracted the following information for every case: applicant’s nationality, gender, religion, date of entry in Denmark, date the case was processed by the Refugee Appeals Board, marital status, asylum category, whether the applicant has previously applied for asylum in another country, whether the applicant has had involvement with political parties/organizations and the military, whether divergences were noticed in their application, whether an investigation was carried out in cases of torture, and the Refugee Appeal’s Board decision.
From this analysis, we found varying rates between cases being granted asylum vs the cases not granted it, in relation to each extracted feature. Some examples, with regards to the applicant’s nationality are highlighted in figure 1.

![Figure 1. Percentage of applicants granted asylum according to country of origin. Where the country of origin is unknown (unknown homeland), no one has been granted asylum in the appeal process by the Danish Refugee Appeals Board between 2003-2020.](image)

We then built a number of classifiers on all possible combinations of features in order to investigate the models’ accuracy on predicting case outcome. We received varying classification accuracies depending on the classifier used, and the combination of features, with values ranging from 43% (when SVM is used) to 82% when Random Forest was applied on the features: nationality, gender, and religion.

An initial analysis of these data indicates that applicants where the country of origin is not disclosed are not granted asylum. This points to a system built around nation states that disadvantages those applicants who do not conform with traditional expectations of formal processes through which the people of Europe are “brought into being” (Cakici et al. 2020).

The goal of our project is to provide a deeper interpretation and contextualization of data from asylum decision-making, for example, asking questions to the data on the role of the asylum application form and how the applicant is shaped through data as an asylum seeker.

Our aim with this preliminary paper is to highlight the challenges that arise from data science requests for a clean, representative and complete dataset, in order to draw confident conclusions with regards to the underlying reasons of the variations detected.
Prototyping Sensemaking of Data and Participation

To inform the leveraging of data science techniques in asylum decision-making, we propose participatory methods (e.g. Menendez-Blanco et al. 2017) that enable sensemaking of data (Neff et al. 2017) together with stakeholders. Prototyping covers a spectrum from product development (Andersen et al. 2017) to critically designed artefacts that can form tools for inquiry (Baumer 2017; Menendez-Blanco et al. 2017; Baumer et al. 2018).

In CSCW and related fields of research, critically designed artefacts serve as “containers of ideas” (Bødker 1998), meant to act as heuristics, and as catalysts for both sense-making and future thinking (Danholt 2005). Thus, such artefacts can enable adversarial design and serve as material evidence in political discourse: “By revealing the conditions of political issues and relations, adversarial design can identify new terms and themes for contestation and trajectories for action” (DiSalvo 2011:13).

Prototyping is especially useful to 1) engage stakeholders in the asylum domain and connect large-scale data to its situated context while promoting data literacy of stakeholders. Further, prototyping allows us to 2) unpack the different political struggles influencing variations in asylum outcomes that cannot be ascribed to the situated practices of asylum decision-making (Teli et al. 2018). 3) Data are transformative of future practices and prototyping enables stakeholders who are not trained in data sciences to co-develop methods and take part in the discussion and design of databased services (Seidelin et al. 2020).

In order to get a deep understanding of the Danish asylum decision-making process, an overview of the current Danish asylum procedure was created as a starting point for prototyping a critically designed artefact. Taking this approach (following Menendez-Blanco et al. 2017) can enable us to query into the kind of data from asylum cases that we present here as example. Thus, a first prototype is currently being developed that amplifies the role of data and how they can enter the formal decision-making process.

Prototyping critically designed artefacts serves two purposes in this project: 1) gaining a shared understanding and common vocabulary in regard to Danish refugee terms and processes, and 2) mutual learning (Kensing et al. 2013) through participation of all stakeholders to establish a platform for sensemaking of data and discussions of the work practices of asylum decision-making, such as the subtle categorization of cases (Møller et al. 2011; Møller et al. 2020).

Finally, the sensitive nature of asylum decision-making makes it urgent to amplify asylum seekers and their advocates perspectives (Talhouk et al. 2019). Through applying a critical approach, it becomes possible to also research “counter data” not available in formal decision summaries. Thus, counter data is missing data or data that are currently not collected because of e.g., bias, lack of social and political will, or structural oppression (D’Ignazio et al. 2020).
Closing Remarks

The project DATA4ALL and the approach proposed in this paper is interdisciplinary, which is pivotal to how we engage stakeholders. Our approach seeks to maximize synergies across disciplinary boundaries (Law and Computer Science), institutions (e.g., the Danish Refugee Appeals Board), and advocates for asylum seekers (e.g., the Danish Refugee Council and Refugees Welcome).

All case summaries retrieved for this study were anonymized upon retrieval. The extensive datasets of over 100,000 asylum adjudications across the Nordic countries that cannot be anonymized are securely stored and handled in accordance with GDPR. An ethical and responsible data science approach is imperative for any project engaged with asylum cases of this kind. In this respect, we adopted a strategy for amplifying stakeholder participation as advocated in ethical guidelines for AI (e.g., European Union 2019 and Dansk Standard 2020).

Consequently, we commit as interdisciplinary scholars to an ontology that recognize asylum applicants and decision-makers as active participants in the shaping of transformative data and possible near-future practice and technologies in the field of asylum decision-making.

We call on the CSCW-community to commit to researching and disclosing the boundaries and inadequacies of applying data science techniques such as ML and NLP and recognize the transformative potential of data for all.
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